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Anisochrony of O-methylene protons of ethyl ester functions and
structural factors in the connected chiral entities
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Abstract. (i) In cis-transpairs of cyclic 1,3-dicarboxylicacid ethyl esters the cis-formsexhibit
higher O-methylene proton (H A, Ha) anisochrony than the trans-forms; (ii) anisochrony,
easily observed in certain decalin-10-carboxylicethyl esters, 'disappears' on one of the rings
attaining the possibility of transforming into a 'twist' form; (iii) in certain pairs of chiral secethyl esters and their tert-methylated analogues anisochrony is higher in the latter, contrary to
expectation, while, in certain others, the reverse is observed. Attempted explanations are based
on assessments whether tt Aand HB are or are not in highlydifferent magnetic environments in
conformers regarded as preferred. This subsumes the possibility that XYZC-CO2H,IHnMe
chiral ethyl acetates differ from XYZC--CHAHnMe ethanes because intervention by the
earboxyl group insulates the prochiral centre and allows anisotropic effectsto gain somewhat in
importance among mechanisms that discriminate between H A and H B so long as rotamer.
population inequalities persist. Background information on why rotamer-population inequalities will always persist and on a heuristic that attempts to generalize the effectsof X YZin
X YZC-CUAUB Vis provided. Possible effects when connectivity exists between a pair among
X, Y, Z or when specific interactions occur between V and X, Y or Z are considered. An
interpretation in terms of 'increasing conformational mobility' has been suggested for the
observed increase in the rate of temperature-dependence of O-methylene anisochrony down a
series of chiral ethyl esters.

Keywords. Anisochrony of geminal sensors;'intrinsic' asymmetry (diastereotopism);gradient
of anisotropy; Binsch heuristic; conformational analysis; internal conformation of ester
groups; rotamerization of secondary and tertiary ester functions; H-bonding effects.

1.

Anisochrony of geminal sensor units

Development o f the understanding that anisochrony o f geminal sensors, UA, U B,
observed under conditions o f rapid internal rotation in systems X Y Z M - N U A U 8 V(1)
has its origin in the same difference in topicity as is immediately apparent in the case o f
the non-geminal ones in Y Z U A M - N U B X V ( 2 ) has taken its time (Reisse et al 1978,
hereafter denoted as ROBM).The purpose in recapturing parts o f its history (for an early
review, see Jennings 1975) is to highlight aspects relevant to ethyl ester functions
connected to chiral entities (3) where 'chiral recognition' across the carboxy g r o u p
confers nonequivalence on the O-methylene protons H A, H a.
The interpretation suggested by Drysdale and Philips (1957) for their observation
with a series o f 1,1-difluoroethanes 4(~-Lt_) t o o k a course illustrative o f the difficulties in
conceptualizing the topological reasons for the ardsochrony o f geminal sensors. The
finding was that even at 100~ the resonances o f the geminal fluorines do not coalesce
into a singlet (or into a single set) and the explanation offered was that rotation about
the C - C b o n d is so hindered (to the point o f restriction) as to locate the fluorines in nonequivalent environments. Since this explanation had the obvious implication that
21
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atropisomerism should be detectable in systems resembling 4a -_d, Nair and Roberts
(1957) sought evidence for the resolvability of systems like 5a___~_in which hindrance was
expected to be higher. They found that, while 1,2,2-tribromo-1,1,2-trifluoroethane 5(~)
continues to show 'normal' doublet CF2 and triplet CFF_resonances down to - 30~
1,2-dibromo-l,l-difluoro-2,2-dichloroethane (5b) freezes to an approximately 1.4:1
mixture ofmeso-(single line for the fluorines) and dl-(AB quartet for the fluorines) type
rotamers when cooled to - 80~ These (and other related) observations were taken as
indicating that, while it was indeed possible to freeze rotation when the temperature is
brought down, rapid rotation must be presumed at the higher temperatures. In an
attempt to resolve the apparent paradox in the ability to continue to observe a chemical
shift difference between the geminal fluorines in 4a -d these authors suggested that
'unless the residence times of the molecule in each of the various rotational
conformations are equal the resonances of geminal nuclei would show a difference in
chemical shift'. It is difficult to see how rotation that is rapid enough to average the
resonances of the various rotational conformations can allow the continued observability of chemical shift differences between geminal sensors arising from a difference in
residence times.
Finegold (1960a, b) reported observing two 1:3: 3:1 quartets for the O-methylene
protons of diethyl sulphite ~) and proceeded to suggest a difference in the nature of
the two alkyl O-sulphite S bonds in order to explain what he took to be methylene-
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methylene nonequivalence. Commenting on this, Waugh and Cotton (1961)
pointed out that anisochrony arises in 6_ from the symmetry nonequivalence of the
Ha and HB pairs (cfi Pople 1958) the effect of which cannot be destroyed even under
conditions of rapid rotation. They cited the case of ethyl phenylsulphinate (7_) in
which the single O-methylene group gives rise not to a single 1:3:3:1 quartet but
to an AB-system in which each line is split into a 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 quartet (for illustration
s ~ figure 1); the pattern in the case of 6_would have been similar had Finegold recorded
its spectrum under conditions of better resolution since, under the reported conditions,
the 'outer' quartets would have had not more than 2 % of the total intensity of the
'inner' ones and would have been easily lost in noise.
Subsequent to this, the California group (Whitesides et al 1962) acknowledged that
UA and UB in systems like 1 will be in distinct environments 'even assuming equal
populations and rapid interconversion of the three conformers 8a, 8b and 8__cc'and
added that '"intrinsic asymmetry" of the methylene group [when -CU~UaV
= -CH2CHa] might also be the cause of the observed nonequivalence'. Proceeding to
look into the origins of the anisochrony--whether in conformer population difference
or in 'intrinsic symmetry'--these authors replaced the methyl group of the ethyl
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Figure 1. The O-CHz region of the 100 MHz tH NMR spectrum of diethyl ester 14.
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function in cyclopropanylmethylcarbinyl ethyl ether 9(~) by deuterium (to obtain 91))
and found that the nonequivalence of the methylene protons present in ~ 'disappears'
On effecting the replacement. The result was interpreted as strongly suggesting that the
nonequivalence springs from a conformational population difference since, the authors
averred, replacement of the methyl by a deuterium would have acted towards
equalizing the populations. This effort is now seen as having been misconceived since,
as Gutowsky (1962) pointed out, only after demonstrating that such replacement is
likely to cause the 'asymmetry effect' can one independently assert that its absence, in a
given case, be taken as indicating that conformer population imbalance is the cause of
the nonequivalence. This is virtually impossible since any replacement would alter the
electrical and magnetic screening parameters of the original situation (it has been
likened to 'throwing the child out with the bath water'; Franzen and Binsch 1973) and
hence the chiral contribution to the anisotropy of the environment of the sensors; Stiles
(1977) has examined from a theoretical standpoint the factors that make for the survival
of chiral contributions under conditions of rapid rotation.
Gutowsky (1962) developed an equation which expresses the nonequivalence of the
sensors UA, UB, measured under conditions after the individual spectra of entities such
as 8a, 8b and8c have attained coalescence (i.e. have been time-averaged by, for instance,
raising the temperature), as a sum of population-dependent and -independent
components. It can be written as (Raban 1966):
(Xi - 1/n)Avi + ~ (1/n)Avi

Ahotal =
i

i

I

II

where 1i is the mole fraction of and Ah the chemical shift difference in the nth form
(rotamer). Applying it to a case at hand, Gutowsky demonstrated that the 'asymmetry
effect' (the population-independent II term) could be sizeable. Raban (1966), besides
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others, using a calculational procedure based on absolute reaction-rate theory
developed by Newmark and Sederholm (1965), independently corroborated that the
'asymmetry effect' component could, by no means, be regarded as negligible.
Somewhat more recently, ROaM have examined the meaning of Gutowsky's
partitioning of observed anisochrony into population-dependent and -independent
terms and, more generally, of looking at geminal nonequivalenee as originating
either in conformer population difference or in 'intrinsic asymmetry'. The second
factor arose not merely because terms like 'asymmetry effect', intrinsic asymmetry,
'inherent magnetic asymmetry', etc. had not been used to express a precise physical
concept but also because Snyder (1966b) had specifically suggested that anisoehrony of the sensors U, if found in a ease like !_0would provide an unambiguous test
x

--(C-C)n--C
Z

.
V
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for the origin of magnetic nonequivalenee since any observed anisochrony of the U's in
such acetylenes 'must necessarily arise from magnetic asymmetry' because, in view of
the large spatial separation of the two rotors, any barrier to rotation would be low and
the rotation could be considered as 'free'. ROaMnoted that the non-symmetry of X YZC,
necessary for leading one to expect nonequivalence of the sensors, must entail the
presence of at least one barrier, however low, i.e. the profile of the potential governing
the rotation would not be absolutely flat. As cited by ROAM,this situation had clearly
been envisaged earlier by Waugh and Cotton (1961) who wrote, 'It seems unlikely that
in practice the asymmetry with respect to internal rotation required to produce
magnetic nonequivalenee would not also be reflected in some angular dependence of
potential energy'. The presence even of a single, low, barrier can effect inequalities in the
populations because, even if all molecules in the sample were in excited rotational
states, much higher than the barrier (i.e. were in unbound rotational states), the
probability of occupying each such state would be conditioned by its distance in energy
from the corresponding ground state, a distance that would vary accordingly, as each
dihedral is assumed or, in other words, there will be an angular dependence of the
probability complementing the shape of the rotational potential profile. Both ROBM,
and Jones and Stiles (1977), the former using I H spectroscopy and the latter employing
l aC NMP.,succeeded in measuring the anisochrony of the geminal sensors in 1~ and 1__2,
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respectively. XOBMhave recommended that, since geminal anisoehrony cannot be attributed as exclusively arising from conformer population differences or from 'intrinsic
asymmetry', the latter term and others like it (which have not been used consistently; for
one usage see Jackson and Thapebinkarn 1975) be dropped, with the clear understanding that structures can be engineered, as originally suggested by Mislow and Raban
(1967), where the need to partition observed anisochrony into population-dependent
and -independent terms does not arise because, under conditions of fast rotation,
systems with such structures can be considered as mixtures of three equally
contributing populations of chiral entities with two sensors each. These are structures
of the classes: XYZCC(CU2 V)3, R* CCU2 V (where R* is a chiral entity) and
R]CC(CUz V)3. Systems of the first two types have been synthesised and the
anisochrony of the sensors in them detected and measured (Franzen and Binsch 1973;
McKenna et ai 1970; Morris et al 1973). The recommendation of ROaMattains validity
because the division of observed anisoehrony into population-dependent and
-independent terms is entirely artificial: it is like merely stating that a number is the sum
of two other numbers without being able to impose conditions limiting the values that
the two component numbers may take. The matter would, of course, take an entirely
different complexion if it were possible to calculate precisely what the screenings of the
sensors U Aand U s in 8a, 8b and ~ would be, how they would be modified when fast
rotation is assumed and what the dependence on intermolecular interactions and
solvent effects would be. There is not much hope of achieving this even though forays
can be made into an understanding (Stiles 1977, 1979).
In the remaining part of this article we examine whether the observation of
anisoehrony of O-methylene protons of ethyl ester groups connected to chiral moieties
may be employed to correlate certain structural features.

2. Three case-studies

2,1

A test diagnostic of configuration of cyclic 1,3-dicarboxylic ethyl esters

Some years ago it was suggested (Balasubrahmanyam and Sivarajan 1971, ~s) that the
magnitudes of anisochrony of H~, H B protons in diethyl esters of 5-, 6- and 7-cyclic
1,3-dicarboxylic acids 1(~) could be employed to assign configurations. The suggestion
was prompted by the observation that the cis diester 14 exhibits, in the ~OCH2- region
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of its ~H NMRspectrum, a pattern (figure 1) that is apparently the AB part of an A B X 3
system, symptomatic of the anisochrony of large magnitude of H A and H 8 while its
trans analogue 1(~) shows an apparently normal 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 quartet (AB-nonequivalence
undetectably small under the conditions of measurement); such difference in magnitude
was regularly found in a number of instances (table 1) and its observation was used with
reasonable confidence for assigning configurations (chemically confirmed in a few
instances) to pairs of isomeric ethyl esters isolated in a study of the stereoselectivity of
alkylation at C-3 of 6-cyclic 1-alkyl-1,3-dicarboxylic systems, carried out using various
alkylating agents under various conditions (Radhakrishna 1976; Rao 1979; Jayaraj
1981; Narasimha Bharathi 1981).
The position prevailing at the time data presented in table 1 were being gathered was
that observed anisochrony was constituted of a term due to 'conformer population
differences' (cP) and a term due to 'intrinsic diastereotopism' 0r,), the latter probably
not having the same content as Gutowsky's 'asymmetry effect' (see above).
Arguing that, if IO were the major 'cause' of anisochrony, both the cis and trans
diesters (.~ and 15) should have exhibited anisoehrony of like degree since the ester
groups in them face the same type of chiral situation (a-carbons similarly substituted;
cf. Elvidge and Foster 1964), as implied in their paper that a more acute cP imbalance
was the 'origin' of the greater anisochrony in the cis case because that system may prefer
the syn diaxial ester conformation K
K_ where considerable inter-ester nonbonded
interactions may prevail and cause hindrance to rotations about bonds constituting the
ester functions. Support for their conformational deductions was available, seemingly,
from an inability to observe anisochrony of degree similar to that in 14 in the cis diesters
22a and 22b where the ester groups were very likely to prefer the equatorial dispositions
shown and, therefore, free to populate various conformations in well-distributed
manner. This argument was in line with the interpretation suggested by Mayer et al
(1965, this work is referred to in greater detail later) for the observation that Omethylene anisochrony, found in a series of 10-ethoxycarbonyl-trans-decalins and -A s,
octalins, geminally substituted at C-1 (23a and 24a), disappears either on removal of
geminal substitution at C-1 (23b and 24b) or on changing the hybridization at C-2 from
sp a to sp 2 (23c and 24c). 'Constraints to rotation' (extreme biasing)about the C-10ester axis and the OC-OCH2 bond was thought to be necessary for observability of
anisochrony since freedom to repopulate various conformations, less accessible when
the spatial relationships were such as those depicted in L_L_,would be restored to the
CO2Et group either when geminal substitution at C-2 is removed or when ring A
assumes a flexible ('twist') form on C-1 becoming sp 2 hybridized (M).
2.2

The behaviour of'C-11' and 'C-12' triethyl esters

The need to bring the interpretations of the observations regarding the diesters 1_44and
1__55in line with current reasonings (ROAM)was clearly brought out by the behaviour of
the triethylester 25c. This triester, prepared from a sample of the triacid 25a
synthesized in these laboratories (Banerjee and Balasubrahmanyam 1968) and shown
to be identical with a triacid ('C-11 acid') derived from abietic acid 2(26_)by oxidative
degradation (see Fieser and Fieser 1949), exhibited in its IH NMR spectrum (Sivarajan
1971) a normal quartet superimposed unsymmetrically on a typical nonequivalence
pattern (figure 2); these resonances were assigned respectively to the C-2 ester -OCH2group and to the equivalently anisochronous AB-pairs of the flanking ester functions in
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Anisochrony
a:

of observable magnitude present in :
x=~Oo._~ ; Y=H2~R=Me

= H2 ; Y =

~ R=Mr

=H 2;Y=1"t 2 ; R=Me

X= H2 ~ Y=O~ R=Me
i

a_: X= H2 ; Y = < 5 3 ; R = M e
X= H2 ; Y = H 2 ;

R=Mr

X =~:~-~
\S--I , Y=H2~ R=Me

Anisochrony is of small magnitude (not observable) in
X =O(~ Y= H2 ; R=H

I

b__: X =

; Y=H2; R=H

X =H 2 ; Y=

; R=H

X = H 2 ~ Y=H2J R=H
(symmetric)

and in
c:

X = O ) Y=H2~ R = M e

c.2 X = O ;

Y=H2; R=Me

accordance with the symmetry present in the structure (25a) of the precursor triacid
(Barton and Schmeidler 1948, 1949). The magnitude of the anisochrony was similar to
that in the cis diester 14.
The elucidation of the structures and stereochemistry of diterpene acids, typically
represented by abietic and agathic acids, 2(26_and 27; see references under Ruzicka), can
be said to have played a significant role in the formative period of ideas relating to
biosynthesis not only of these substances but also of a host of other terpenic natural
products (sterols, triterpenes) which were being simultaneously investigated (Fieser and
Fieser 1949; Nicholas 1963). Much of the work related to the determination of the
configurations of several substituted cyclohexane polycarboxylic acids derived in
common from different series of alicyclic (terpenic) natural substances by oxidative
procedures and serving to establish stereochemical relationships (Schaffner et al 1956).
Among the observations leading to important generalizations was that the A/B ring
junction in condensed alicyclies is nearly always trans, while the configuration at C-4
(steroid numbering), where one of the gem methyls may have been oxygenated (as in the
diterpene acids), could be R or S. A/B trans-fusion has received explanation in terms of
the nature of the folding of discrete carbonium ions derived from mevalonategenerated polyisoprenoid synthons via solvolysis of an allylic pyrophosphate precursor
(geranylgeranylpyrophosphate--* diterpene acids), opening of an epoxide (squalene
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Figwe 2. The O-CHz region of the 270 MHz ~H NMR spectrum of triethyl ester 25c.
Inset: The same region recorded with 100 MHz irradiation, reproduced for comparison with
spectrum of diester 14 (figure 1).

oxide ~ triterpenes, protosterols) or protonation or halogenation (in marine organisms) of a double bond (Torssell 1983). The variation in the configuration at C-4 lies in
the variation of the regio(stereo)selectivity of the oxidation of the C-4 geminal
structure, which, therefore, must occur in a separate, enzyme catalyzed, step.
Among the substituted cyclohexane polycarboxylic acids that aided the establishment of configurational relationships in the diterpene acid field were the tricarboxylic
acids 25a and 28a derived, respectively, from rings A ofabietic and agathic acids. One
may not be far off the mark in imagining that the elegant method that Barton adopted
(Barton and Schmeidler 1948, 1949) for assigning relative configurations at C-l, C-2
and C-3 in the meso, trans form 25a led to the crystallisation of the basic concepts of
conformational analysis (Eliel et al 1965). Barton's method comprised of comparing the
difference parameters pertinent to successive ionization of the symmetric and
unsymmetric monomethyl esters of the triacid 25a, and of the triacid itself, with those,
as appropriate, of cis and trans cyclohexane-1,2- and -1,3-dicarboxylic acids (for details
the reader is referred to Barton's original papers).
A very interesting salient to emerge from these studies was that, while the dianion
derived from trans cyclohexane-l,2-dicarboxylic acid would prefer the diaxial conformation 2(~) in which a 'long' distance between the anionic centres prevails, the trianion
derived from 25a would prefer the triequatorial conformation 30 in which 'short'
distances prevail.
The trimethyl esters 25b and 28b of the isomeric triacids 25a and 28a had been
synthesized in these laboratories via regiospecific and highly stereoselective methods
starting from 2-ethoxycarbonylcyclohexanone (Banerjee et al 1966). The meso,trans
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form 25b exhibited in its *HNMR spectrum (spectra reproduced in Banerjee and
Balasubrahmanyam 1968) two singlets at 63.64 and 3.67 with an intensity ratio of2:1
corresponding to 6Hand 3H. Taking account of the symmetry of the structure 25b these
signals were assigned respectively to the - O M e groups of the ester functions at
C-1 and C-3 and at C-2. As a result of lack of similar symmetry in the cis,trans case 28b,
which may preferentially adopt conformation 31, three - O M e singlets were found, at
6 3.64, 3.67 and 3"70. Occurrence of the first two at identical positions (at 6 3-64 and 3-67)
in the two cases was seen as allowing assignment, respectively, to the C-1 equatorial
tertiary and the C-2 equatorial secondary CO2Me groups, the resonance at 6 3.70 then
becoming available for assignment to the C-3 axial tertiary CO2Me function, unique to
the cis,trans case. However, assigning signals on such grounds does not have a sound
theoretical basis and can probably be justified only because internal consistency is seen
when once it is admitted that the equatorial ester conformation 32a is likely to be
preferred by the triester 25b. But strong general support was available from the further
observation (Sivarajan 1971) that the mono-C-methylated cis and trans dimethyl esters
22c and 33 exhibit 4 9 M e signals at ~ 3"60 and 3-61 and at 6 3-60 and 3-64, respectively. If
the conformational preferences are those shown, the factor of a secondary equatorial
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ester being common to both may be taken as indicating that the resonances at the
identical chemical shift (6 3-60) can be assigned to these groups, noting that, if the
resonances that occur at 63.61 and 3.64 are, respectively, assigned to the equatorial
tertiary ester in 22c and axial tertiary ester in 33, their relative shift would be consistent
with what is found in the meso,trans and cis,trans cases 25b and 28b.
The assignment of the triequatorial ester conformation 32a to the trimethyl ester
25b, as discussed above, was consistent with the assignment of the conformation 30 to the
trianion by Barton. However, if the conformational implications, discussed earlier, of
the method (of as) of assigning configurations on the basis of differences in magnitudes
of anisochrony in isomeric pairs of cyclic 1,3-diesters were valid, the triaxial ester
conformation 34b should be assigned to the triethyl ester 25c because only in that
conformation would the necessary interaction take place in order that the required cP
imbalance be produced and anisochrony of order similar to that found in the cis diester
K be induced. This assignment implied that, for both the method employed and the
assignment of the triequatorial ester conformation 32a to the trimethyl ester to be
simultaneously valid, one would have to presume that a change in conformational
preference (from 34 to 32a) is r
to the conversion o f a triethyl ester into a
trimethyl ester, a proposition that seems very far-fetched (the difference between the
AG~_~ of CO2Et and CO2Me groups is miniscule (Hirsch 1967).
It was pointed out (Nagaraja Rao 1974) that the problem arises because the method,
as prescribed (as), did not take into account the possible effect of a strategically located
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anisotropic function that can perturb the gradient of anisochrony in the neighbourhood of diastereotopic test groups in ways other than what can be qualitatively
anticipated as due to a change in configuration. In the case of the triethyl ester 25c such
a group would be the centrally located ester function at C-2. Its role would be to
generate a gradient of anisotropy as would induce anisochrony in the flanking ester
functions comparable to that found in the diester 14 even when they are equatorially
disposed and, because of this, whose internal, normally planar, conformation is
unlikely to be skewed by extraneous factors. If the situation with the triethyl ester 25c is
indeed that it prefers the triequatorial conformation 32b in the same manner as the
corresponding trimethyl ester (32a) and that the observed high anisochrony derives
from the presence of the anisotropic central ester function, it contrasts nicely with that
encountered in one set of Mayer's bicyclic systems 23ab and 24ab where HA, HB
anisochrony becomes of observable magnitude only because positioning a methyl syn
axial to the C-10 ester function skews the population distributions within that function
and about its bond with C-10 and not because an added anisotropic effect comes into
play since replacing a C - H by C-CH3 cannot materially affect the steepness of the
gradient (ApSimon et al 1974; Usha 1984).
It is possible to provide independent and strong evidence that favours the equatorial
preference in the triester 25b and incidentally demonstrate the correctness of the
scheme suggested above for resolving the paradox in finding that presence or absence of
a highly anisotropic ester function at C-2 makes for little difference in the magnitude of
the anisochrony in the ester functions at C-1 and C-3 (ef. figures 1 and 2). The
tricarboxylic acid 35a, homologous to 25a, is a co-product of the latter in the oxidative
degradation ofabietic acid 2(~) with alkaline permanganate (Ruzicka et al 1925), and it
should have the configuration shown (Fieser and Fieser 1949). If the preferred
conformation of its triethyl ester 35b is triequatorial, we have a situation where the
source of perturbation is placed farther out than in the lower homologue 32b. Any
consequent diminution in anisochrony, if found, would prove that preference in both
32b and 35b is equatorial because, had the higher homologue preferred the triaxial
conformation 3__66the anisochrony would not have significantly differed from that found
in the diester 1_44since extension of the side-chain at C-2 in the manner implied by that
conformation would have scarcely been capable of influencing the mix ofcP imbalance
and anisotropy effects that contribute to the anisochrony in the diester.
The triethyl ester 35b showed in its IH NMR spectrum, as did its lower homologue
32b, a normal quartet superimposed unsymmetricaUy on a typical nonequivalence pattern
(figure 3). The magnitude of the anisochrony was, however, much less.
Such fulfillment of expectation was, no doubt, gratifying but it forcefully brought out
that even such examples as 32b and 35b are not an aid for asserting that the diminution
of anisochrony was solely, or even largely, due to a lessening in the gradient of
anisotropy since any residual cP imbalance which, in the case of the lower homologue
32___bbwas more likely due to polar effects subsisting between the central and flanking
ester functions rather than to steric interaction, would have been simultaneously
diminished in 35b by the farther placement of the central ester function. It follows that,
in comparing, for example, such pairs as the cis and trans diesters, 14 and 15, one should
see the change in anisochrony accompanying the change in configuration as a
composite and not assign it as originating in a change in a specific effect, cP or ID before
and ce or anisotropy change after ROBU.The observation of an 'expected' magnitude of
anisochrony could, however, retain value as an aid to configurational assignments (see
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Figure 3, The O-CH2 region of the 270MHz ~H~MR spectrum of triethyl ester 35_bb,
homologous at C-2 with triethyl ester 25c. laset 1: The O - C H 2 region of the spectrum of
mixed ester (C-l, C-3-Et and C-2-Me) corresponding to 35b. laser 2: The O-CH2 region of
the spectrum of35_bbrecorded with the lower resolution obtainable under 100 MHz irradiation,
reproduced in order to illustrate that the 'outer' quartets can be lost in noise while the 'inner'
ones gain in intensity; note the progressive decrease in line-separation of the lines occurring
upfield.

Sugimura et al 1971 for an example) provided the qualitative effects, at least, o f the
presence o f population/anisotropy perturbing influences are borne in mind whik
comparing systems o f related structure.
2.3

Structural factors in trans decalin, and Aa-octalin-lO-esters

The investigations of Mayer et al (1965), who were the first to report observation o
anisochrony in the case o f - O C H 2 - protons o f ethyl esters located in chiral molecules
can be taken to have demonstrated that, in the particular series o f decalin- and A a
octalin-10-esters studied, changes in anisochrony derive, in the main, not f r o m change
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in the gradient of anisotropy but from changes in the placements of HA, Hs when
rotations about the C-10-ester group bond and bonds within the ester group are biased
in particular ways due to steric interactions. When first observed in cases like 23a or 24a
the authors had assumed, in accordance with the then prevailing ideas and by analogy
with findings in systems where more than two bonds separate the geminal entities from
tile chiral centre, that the anisochrony arises from the 'disymmetric environment in
which the C-10 ethoxycarbonyl is placed' (i.e. the 'origin' of the anisochrony was in it)).
This interpretation became patently unmaintainable when it was found that anisochrony cannot be detected in the cases 23b or 24b where the C-1 axial (//) methyl has
been replaced by a hydrogen (a change, we may note, that would be unlikely to induce
any large change in anisotropy (ApSimon et al 1974). The presence of anisochrony in
the C-1//-methylated cases 23a or 24a was, therefore, reascribed to the steric influence
of the axial methyl which, being larger than a similarly placed hydrogen, so constrains
the C-10 ester function as to locate (accidentally!) H A and H B in highly different
environments (_L_),thus favouring the detection of their anisochrony.
Subsequently it was found that the systems 23c and 24c, both with sp 2 hybridization
at C-2, also do not exhibit detectable anisochrony, despite retaining the gem dimethyl
substitution at C-1. The interpretation was that these 2-oxo derivatives go over to the
flexible form of ring A (because flagpole-bowsprit interaction is diminished, Eliel et al
1965) where the 1//-methyl cannot bias the conformation of the Col 0 ester function in a
manner conducive to the observation of large anisochrony since it (the methyl) is no
longer in true axial orientation (see _L ~ M, illustrated for the AS-case).

H

.p2
M
--

t.

"~

C02CHAHBMe
~

CO2CHAHBMe

H
N

(R1OrR2=Me orCO2R)

O

Effect less tangible when hybridization Qt C-2
changes from

sp3 to sp2
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The objection can now be raised that, since the carbonyl is a highly anisotropic group
(Balasubrahmanyam et al 1983), its introduction may so modify the environment in 23c
or 2.4c as to render HA and H8 isochronous or nearly so and no conclusions regarding
changes in ring A conformation would be warranted. It is pertinent, however, to recall
that the change 23a to corresponding 24a, which introduces the probably highly
anisotropic enone function, does not itself modify the observed anisochrony.
In the cases of the C-3 geminally substituted deealin systems* 18 and 1__99we have
found that anisochrony does not change when the C-2 methylene hydrogens are
replaced by an oxo function (cf 1_88and 1_99with 20 and 21, respectively; table 1).
Considered in the light of the suggestions of Mayer et al, this result means that the
spatial relationship between the 3~8-group (ester or methyl) and the C-10 ester is not
altered when the hybridization at C-2 changes from sp 3 to sp 2. Barfing an unlikely
exactly compensating effect on the part of the newly introduced carbonyl, a legitimate
deduction would be that twist (flexible) conformations of ring A are not significant
contributors to the conformational equilibria in the eases of the oxo-compounds 20
and 21. This difference in behaviour, on relocating the geminal substitution from C- 1 to
C-3, could derive from the possibility that the equatorial methyl at C-1 interacts so
strongly with the equatorial or vinylic hydrogen at C-8 in the C-1 geminal systems, 23a
or 24a respectively, that ring A needs to assume a flexible form in their cases (e.g. L___--* M
M_).
If such need is absent in the C-3 geminal cases 18, 19 and 20, 21, the implication would
be that relief of 1,3-syn diaxial interaction between the 3~-substituent and the C-10
ester function (_N_)is not an adequate cause for a similar transformation in ring A
conformation (-, _.O) when the C-2 methylene is replaced by a carbonylt. If these
interpretations are taken as valid, the objection to Mayer's suggestions, stated above,
cannot but be seen as iU-founded. At the same time it cannot be said that the diminution
in anisochrony, seen when the cis-trans pairs 18 and 20 and 19 and 21 are compared
(table 1), derives primarily or even largely from a directly caused change in the
anisotropic gradient since exchanging a syn-axial ester function for a methyl at C-3
(changing the configuration from cis to tram) may also change the preferred attitude of
the C-10 ester function and relocate Ha and Hn into an existent, less steep, gradient of
anisotropy.
2.4 Effect of chanoe in substitution at the chiral centre
In connection with ongoing stereochemical investigations there was occasion to
prepare a number ofchiral sec-(ethyl) esters S [with alkyl (1), alkyl (2) and H as the C-~,
substituents] and their ~-methylated tert-analognes T__[with alkyl (1), alkyl (2)and Me
as the C-~ substituents]. The uniform observation in these cases, as a glance at the
relevant entries in table 2 would make apparent, was that the sec-esters exhibit lower
anisochrony than their tert-analogues.
* In order to facilitate comparison, the numbering in systems 23 and 24 is retained for the eases 18-21; this
continues to locate the bridgehead ethyl ester function at 'C-10'.
? The peri-interaction between the C-1 equatorial (~,)methyl and the equatorial hydrogen at C-8 in 23_aaor the
vinylic hydrogen at the same centre in 2_~ ( =--_L) may be taken to be similar to the Me-H A 1.3 interaction
which, according to one estimate (Johnson and Malhotra 1968), is ca. 6 kJ/mol. The transformation
23a -* 23b or 24a ~ 24b (L ~ M) may relieve a large part of this interaction. The case with 18 or 19 is not
likely to be similar. There is a possibility, already, of a departure of ring A from chair-conformation ( ~ that is
not materially altered when transformation to Q
O (18 or 19, respectively, to ~ or 21) is considered since there
is no large peri-interaction in need of relief.
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Table 2
Systems
Z~6AB (ppm)

H
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0

0

Reddy(1975)
Ph
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C02HAHBMe
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0
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H
Potts et
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~
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~

~
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(~sS than 0.5 Hz at 270 MHz)
22a

~ M e
Me
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Naraslmha Bharath~(1981);
BS ( 1971)
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This observation was at variance with the Riich-Ugi group-theoretical treatment of
the effects of asymmetry (Riich and Ugi 1969; Riich 1972) which Binsch employed to
look into the possibility of correlating the magnitude of anisochrony with the
substitution at an asymmetric carbon (Binsch 1973; Capriel and Binsch 1979). Stated in
simple terms, the Riich-Ugi approach implied that the effect of asymmetry should be
related not to the properties of the ligands at the asymmetric centre but to the pair-wise
differences in these properties. On this basis one would be led to expect greater
anisochrony in a case where the substituents are less 'alike' e.g. sec-esters where they are
the alkyl groups (1) and (2) and H, than in a case where they are more 'alike' e.g. tertesters where they are the two alkyl groups and Me.
It appeared that an explanation of our finding, contrary to expectation, had to be
sought, reasonably, not by questioning the very validity of the Riich-Ugi approach (see
Vigneron et al 1977, however) but by examining if Binsch's model, developed from it,
was representative enough to include the systems gathered in table 2. These systems
differ in three respects from the structural type 1 from which the model was
constructed, viz, the interposition of the earboxyl moiety between the chiral and
prochiral centres, the absence of rotational symmetry in the ligands X, Y or Z about the
connecting bonds and the presence of cyclic connectivity between a pair of these
ligands. One way to begin was to proceed in quest of a system where, despite the
existence of these features, the observation would accord with expectation based on the
model and to find the reasons thereof. We did find three such systems but before
advancing our explanations we briefly review the development of Binseh's model and
take note of certain early suggestions regarding anisochrony in chiral esters.
2.4a The Binsch heuristic: For constructing his model Binsch required representative
values (including signs) of anisochronies in a set of structurally similar systems
containing a chiral centre and prochiral sensor units. Binseh synthesized 10 haloethanes BrF2CCX YZ ~ ) in which X YZ ran through all possible triads from the five
ligands H, F, CI, Br and Ph. The anisochronies of the diastereotopic fluorines in the 30
rotamers, arising as three stabilizations (8abc ; UA = UB = F and V = Br) for each of
the 10 compounds, were measured after lowering the temperature of the samples to
levels requisite for 'freezing' the rotational equilibria. The free-energy differences
between conformers, AG~ (p = q = a, b, c with p # q; a, b, c as in structures 8__a,b, c),
were calculated for each of the systems from population distributions as found from the
integrated intensities of the lines assigned to the individual conformers in the 19F NMR
spectra recorded at the low temperatures (Norris and Binsch 1973).
The transformation properties peculiar to chiral ethanes of type 8 allowed writing of
the sum rules,

AG~ + AG~ + AGe~ = 0
and

(~x - 4 ) +

( , l , - ~ ) + (~z -~x) = 0,

in the second of which the scalar parameters 2 represented measures of, as yet
unassigned, properties of the hgands at the chiral centre on which the free-energy
differences would depend. The proportionality relations
AG~ = f ( 2 M- 2 ~ )
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(where p, q are as before and M = N = X, Y, Z with M ~ N *), represented a heuristic
point of view in that the 2's could be made to have the meaning, 'characteristics of the
ligands that contribute to the anisochronies in the different systems' by making the
proportionality constant f have the dimensions of cube root of (energy/chemical
shift) i.e.

f= (r~/x~) '/~,
where F and Xare the products, respectively, of the three AG~ and the three differences
(4~ -4N) in the casej of the m systems 8, all having the same UA, Us and V(viz, F, F
and Br).
The heuristic model rested on the hope that a constant value of 2, characterizing each
ligand M, would be found if the g/s, the chirality functions, can be calculated. For this,
the task was to find the global minimum of the functional

g-- ~ ((Aj)-xj)2,
j=l
where ( A ) ( = ~;" b, c P,A,) is the population (P,) weighted sum of the anisochronies
& of the contributing conformers r in the casej. The minimization, which also had the
effect of reducing variations in the experimentally determined ( A )'s caused by nonideal M ~ N and M (or N )~C bond angles, changes in these angles as each conformation
8a, h or c_was assumed, and measurement errors, was carried out using the so-called
'breathing grid' formalism and the hierarchy of the 4 values was set by taking 4 8 (= 0)
as the 'standard'.
Among several ways by which Binsch successfully tested this model the most incisive
one was the demonstration that the 4 parameters do govern the population distribution
among the rotamers--agreement between this distribution, calculated on the basis of
the parameters, and those obtained from line-intensities in the 'frozen' spectra sho~ed
an average deviation of just 4 ~.
Since X, the chirality function, is the product of the differences between the 4
parameters, taken pairwise, its value would increase with increase in value of the
differences. Inasmuch as it begins to approximate numerically ( A ) , changes in
observed anisochrony, when different systems (e.g. chiral ethanes) are compared, are to
be perceived as reflections not of the properties (size, etc.) of the ligands at the chiral
centre but rather of the pairwise differences in these properties--the more different the
ligands the greater the effect, as already stated.
2.4b Snyder's suggestion: In order to explain the presence of-OCH2-anisochrony in
fl-ethoxycarbonyl-fl-phenylpropionitrile 37, where no important external steric influences can operate directly on the ethoxy carbonyl moiety, Snyder (1966a) suggested
an internal mechanism of transmission of asymmetric effects: In analogy with propene
or acetaldehyde in both of which an eclipsed conformation 3(_~) is stabilized
(Karabatsos and Fenoglio 1970), an alkyl ester moiety may be stabilized .in a
conformation in which the O-alkyl bond eclipses the carbonyl 3(~). For ethyl esters the
three staggered O-ethyl conformations 40a, b, c, for which O--C-O-CH2 eclipsing has
been assumed, can be considered. If R* is not chiral the populations of 40b and 40c
* The correct maintenance of the p, q-M, N correspondence as the cyclic permutations are taken also
determines the signs of the AG~ and 2's.
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would be equal (and less than that of 40a because of Pitzer strain, et al 1965) and
no anisochrony would be observable. On the other hand, if R* is chiral an inequality
would be induced in the populations of 40b and 40c (presumably by forces not
dissimilar to those that act at an allylic centre and cause asymmetric induction when
addition takes place at the double bond; references in Midland and Kwon 1983) and
this inequality would lead to the observability of HA, HB nonequivalence.
Analogy with propene or acetaldehyde 3(_~) may not be strictly relevant but a
considerable body of evidence now exists showing that s-cis forms 4(40)of alkyl esters
are indeed considerably stabilized (Jones and Owen 1973; Void and Void 1974). And,
one may take the view that Snyder's suggestion amounts merely to an extended way of
stating the viewpoint that existence of diastereotopicity cannot be divorced from the
conferment of inequality of populations (ROBM;Waugh and Cotton 1961; Binsch 1973).
Whether it contains anything that is of relevance only to esters _3 is examined later.
2.4c The interpretations of Bowman et ah Bowman et al (1965) synthesized a number

of esters (e.g. 41) of ct-hydroxy acids employing ethyl, isopropyl, etc. alcohols and
prepared certain of their =-OH acylated derivatives required for a projected study.
Salient results of this study were that (i) a higher degree of anisochrony is engendered
when the ~-hydroxy groups in lactates (41a) and tartrates (41b) are acylated by
aromatic acids; (ii) the degree of dependence of anisochrony on temperature is higher
in tartrates than in lactates; (iii) the anisochrony changes when the possibility of
hydrogen-bonding between the ~t-hydroxy group and the ester carbonyl is removed.
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These and similar other results were interpreted largely in terms of departures from the
single conformations (e.g. 42a for isopropyl lactate) in which the =-hydroxy esters were
regarded as stabilized as a consequence of play of forces such as the preference
for O = C - O - R eclipsing, hydrogen-bonding between the ~-OH group and the ester
C---O and the tendency on the part of the prochiral centre (C-I' in 42) to adopt a
particular orientation with respect to the 0 4 2 0 bond. Attempts were made to consider
qualitatively possible changes in the differential shielding of the prochiral sensor units
attendant on changing the substitution at the chiral centre C-= (e.g. acylation of the =hydroxy group with an aromatic acid). But in the absence of possibility, then as now, of
obtaining information of a quantitative nature on changes in shielding, efforts to
extract conformational information from changes in anisochrony must remain in the
realm of conjecture.
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41(2: X= Me
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X = CHOH

I

CO2R
C__: X : Ph

R=Et,iPr

4._.22c1: Y=H.; Z = M e
b : Y,Z different
(e.g. a l k y l ) groups

2.4(1 A paper experiment: This comment on the interpretations suggested by
Bowman et al (1965) provides a context to address the interesting question whether the
existence of an interaction between V and a substituent at the chiral centre, other than
of a type that originates in a 'bulk effect', can be demonstrated solely by comparing
anisochronies in ethanes of type 8. In the case of the halo-ethanes (5) considered by
Binsch, orbital repulsion effects (repulsive interaction between filled orbitals), can be
taken to have played the largest part in determining the values of the 2 parameters,
which, as a consequence would have reflected mainly the 'bulk effects' of the ligands. If,
however, a specific (let's say attractive) interaction were to subsist between Vand X in a
given set of ethanes, the Binsch heuristic would lead one to expect a change in the ranges
of variation of 2x, y,z, had these ranges been established from a study of systems where
Vand the ligands X, Yand Z interact only in terms of orbital repulsion effects. Such
apparent 'violation' would thus be predictable from the heuristic itself. Considering
m o r e specifically, one may envisage a 'paper experiment' where 2x, r, z are calculated for
a number ofisobutanes of type 43 which are classified into sets of constant V while X, Y,
Z run through a large gamut of possibilities. It should now be possible to select those
combinations of V, X, Y, Z, where the interactions are likely to be of a nature largely
engendered by orbital repulsion effects, and establish ranges of variation of 2 for each of
the ligands X, Yand Z at the chiral centre. One then selects a set where an attractive
interaction between V and one of ligands, say X, can be postulated and notes the
placements of2x, 2y and 2 z of this set with respect to their respective ranges of variation.
The expectation would be that, while 2 x gets placed near the low end of its variation, 2 r
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((VIs
V's chosen to preclude
bonding with
w i t h --OH)
OH)
hydrogen bOnding

V - X interaction
interaction is
and 2z
Az would become placed near their high ends. If the attractive v-x
2's (Ayand
(;[y and 2z)
'normal' ranges. An
strong enough, these A'S
Az ) may even lie outside their 'normal'
V - X interaction
interaction could be when X = OH
OH and V has a
example of an attractive v-x
heteroatom favourably located for hydrogen-bonding. It is tempting to conclude that
the question raised at the beginning of this paragraph
paragraph can be answered in the
realization of this experiment would be difficult not merely
affirmative. However, realization
because of the computational
computational difficulties that might be encountered in establishing the
minimum of the functional g (see above) in all the cases but because of the really
global minimum
immense synthetic effort that would be needed.
One might now consider extending the experiment suggested above to the cases, for
ofisopropyi esters (42a) oflX-hydroxy
ofa-hy0roxy acids where hydrogen-bonding between
example, ofisopropyl
a-OH and ester-CO groups is a definite possibility (cf Vigneron et aI1977).
al 1977). The
the lX-OH
expectation here would be that the ~A parameters would acquire such values as to show
up the 0OH
H group as being 'smaller' than in cases such as isobutanes 44 where, with
X = OH, V,
V, Yand Z are so chosen that only orbital repulsion effects are at work. If this
realized, it, to our minds, is the only way to demonstrate, although
although
expectation is realized,
indirectly, what Bowman et al (1965) were apparently striving, in part, to demonstrate.
important to note, however, that the assumption that populations about the G-C-l'
O-C-I'
It is important
bond in 42 are not altered when Yand
Y and Z are changed, underlies the expectation. It may
be argued that such an assumption is subject to the same disability as the suggestion due
(1966a) regarding the possibility of inquiring
inquiring into the 'origin' ofanisochrony
of anisochrony
to Snyder (19600)
by looking for its presence in chiral acetylenes of the type 10 (n = 1). As already
discussed in the introductory section, the disability in that case pertained to the
of the prochiral centre would be absolutely free or not. In the
question whether rotation ofthe
a-hydroxy esters
case of the assumption needed for the suggested experiment with the lX-hydroxy
O-C-1' bond remain absolutely
(42) the question is not whether populations about the G-C-l'
Y and Z are changed but whether they would be so drastically altered as
unaltered when Yand
to nullify the basis of the experiment. The answer to this last question would appear to
be in the negative for the reason that in the zigzag and
and O=C-I-Q-C-l'
O=C-1-O-C-I' eclipsed
conformation (42)
of ester groups, field and steric interactions
interactions between the substituents
conformation
(~2) ofester
C-a and C-l'
C-1' are likely to be weak, and other conformations where they may acquire
at C-lX
significance would only be very minor contributors to the conformational equilibrium.
arguments have a bearing on the discussions that follow.
These arguments

The role of an lX-metbyl
a-methyl group---enbancement
group enhancement of
of anisocbrony
anisochrony
3. Tbe

Noting that the existence of small-to-medium
small-to-medinm connectivity between a pair of ligands
iigands at
cl~'al centre, that causes them to lose axisymmetry,
axisymmetry, is a feature common to all the
the chiral
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entries in table 2, one may consider whether some principle of general significance
or applicability underlies the enhancement of anisochrony that accompanies the
change S --, T.
(i) A difference in the anisotropic magnetic effects of C-H and C-Me is unlikely per
se to induce the fairly large effects observed since, as earlier studies have indicated
(ApSimon et al 1974), the anisotropic effects of the C - H and C-Me bonds are
themselves small and any differences would probably be quite ineffectual.
(ii) If the origin of the most effective (local) anisotropy is close to the connected
ligands Y.Z the change S --, T may move the loci of the sensor units into a region
having a steeper gradient of anisotropy. X-ray crystallographic evidence
(Balasubrahmanyam et al 1981) has disclosed that the angle C-4-C-5-CO2 in 46
(109-4~ is significantly smaller than the similar angle in 45 (113"1o), implying that the
ester group, as a whole, is indeed brought nearer the phenyl rings, the most anisotropic
groups in the structures, on methylation (broken line in structure E
E_ indicates the
displacement).
(iii) A factor likely to be of major importance is the possibility of smoothing out of
the potential profile for rotation about the C-a-CO2 bond when the a-Me system
T is compared with the a-H system S_. In the latter, conformations in which the
H-C-a-C--O dihedral is low are likely to be preferred if the interaction between
C--O and the other ligands ( Y,Z) is largely of the orbital-repulsion type. It may just be
coincidental that in all the a-H compounds assembled in table 2 such preference places
the average positions of the sensor units in low gradients of anisotropy while the
absence of or lesser preference for any particular C-a-CO2 rotamerization in the 0c-Me
compounds allows the t~vo sensors to experience a greater mean difference in local field
strengths.
Before considering how this may happen in the instances cited in table 2, the cases
of methyl isobutyrate 51 and methyl pivalate 52, models, respectively, of a-H
and ~t-Me esters, can be examined to see if the expected smoothing out of the
rotational potential occurs at all. Available experimental evidence had been interpreted
earlier (see works cited by de With 1973) as indicating that, while a preference for
H-C-C=O eclipsing exists in the case of difluoroacetic acid 53, large amplitude
librations around C-0t-C=O are likely in trifluoroacetic acid 54. Using a semi-empirical
approach (CNDO/2), de With showed that this interpretation would accord with the
shapes of the energy profiles for rotation about C-0t-C--O in the two cases.
Since both C-F and C=O bonds are highly polar (Wolfe et al 1971) the situations with
53 or 54 could be quite different from what may be the cases with 51 or 52 where the
rotors are the nonpolar isopropyl and t-butyl groups, respectively. Employing,
however, the same semi-empirical approach as de With, we calculated enthalpies at 30~
intervals of the dihedral for a 180~turn about C-u-C- 1 in methyl isobutyrate and methyl
pivalate, assuming a planar C-O-C=O eclipsing (s-cis) conformation for the ester
function, idealized staggered conformations for the methyls and standard bond lengths
and bond angles (see legend for figure 4). The emerging profiles, depicted in
figure 4A, B, show not merely the expected smoothening in the case of pivalate but
stabilization, also expected, of rotamerizations in which C=O eclipses C-H (as in
isobutyrate) or C-Me (as in pivalate); besides, a deep minimum is found for the
H-C-C=O antiperiplanar conformation in isobutyrate.
It is possible that there is a qualitative difference in the make-up of H A, H B
anisochrony as is found in chiral ethanes (1_)and in chiral ethyl esters Q). There have
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Figure 4. CNDO/2 rotational potential profiles of methyl isobutyrate 5_11(curve A) and
methyl pivalate 52 (curve B) for rotation about R-C-=-C-I==O. A planar conformation in
which C=O eclipses O-Me and idealized staggered conformations have, respectively, been
assumed for the ester functions and the methyl groups. Bond lengths (A~.C-H 1-09;C-C 1"52;
carboxy C-O 1-36;ether C-O 1-46;and, C--O 1.22. Bond angles (~ C-~---O 116; O - ~ - O 124;
C--~
113; and, all other angles consistent with tetrahedral distribution (109~ 58')
(O'Gorman et al 1950, Mathieson and Welsh 1965).
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been many attempts to correlate changes in observed chemic~ shifts (~H, 13C, etc.),
attendant on changes in substitution at remote but effeztivz e e m r ~ with changes in
electron-density at the probe nuclei as calculated by u o m e t h e ~ (smni-empirical and
ab initio). This subject has been extensively reviewed (e.g. F ~ u m 1975; Hehre et al
1976; Nelson and Williams 1976). Even though good o ~ t ~ o m
are often seen with
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series of systems of closely related structure (e.g. para C and H in substituted benzenes),
the values of 'dependence factors' (ppm/e) have been found to vary over very wide
ranges when different series are taken. While a part of the reason for this, and for the
deterioration of correlation in many series, may lie in the approximations inherent to
the MOmethods (despite their increasing sophistication), the primary reason for what
has been described as a 'general lack of correlation between electron-densities and
chemical shifts' is that nuclear shielding is entirely too complex a phenomenon: IH
shifts are subject to additional factors like magnetic anisotropic effects and electrondensity changes at centres at which the probe protons are bonded and 13C shifts to
factors as can make for dependencies of opposite sign, and apparently of different
degrees, on r and n densities (Fliszar et al 1982). More pertinently to the subject at
hand, one may expect that a difference in ls densities between HA and H e in chiral
ethanes 1_is not likely to remain constant during relative rotation of the chiral and
prochiral rotors and that the rotamer-population weighted average of the difference
would lead to the sizeable component of observed anisochrony besides the component
due to (the similarly averaged) differences in anisotropic effects to which HA and H e are
subject.
We suggest that a qualitative difference can arise in the ease of chiral ethyl esters 3
because the carboxy group can insulate the prochiral centre from the effects of the
chiral centre. The intervention of the carboxy group is regarded as being capable of
minimizing the electron-density difference effects while allowing anisotropy-difference
effects free play so long as rotational preferences about the C-1-C-~ bond in _3persist
(Stiles 1977; cf. ROBU).Recent work in our laboratories (Usha G and Premchandran
R H, unpublished results) has shown that the insulation effect of the carboxy group is
about as expected.
With chiral ~-H and a-Me ethyl esters one may assume an s-cis conformation about
C-1-O (3a) and antiperiplanar relationship between C-1-O and C-l'-Me (40a) and
consider the possibilities schematized in figure 5: (i) the preference in the a-H case is as
shown (A) or has H-a and C--O antiperiplanar, unless seriously perturbed by influences
from Y,Z; (ii) a-methylation smoothes out the rotational potential about C-1-C-~ (B)
and rotamerizations about this axis become more equitably populated; (iii) "external'
influences from X, Y,Z, any or all of which may not be axisymmetric, ensure a particular
preference (C) (Snyder 1966a). While the change A --, B is likely to result, normally, in a
reduction in the magnitude of HA, He anisochrony, the change A -, C (when X, e.g. Me,
replaces a-H) may increase or decrease it (relative to the a-H case) according as the
major component of anisotropy normal to the C-1--C-a axis is in the direction p or is in
the direction q, p possibly rendering it higher and q definitely rendering it lower.
The foregoing furnishes premises for considering the differences among a-H and
a-Me systems in terms of attitude changes on the part of the ester function caused by
the changes in the potential profile largely stemming from electron-delocalizationcum-orbitalzrepulsion effects. Other attitude-changing effects could be that a-H and
a-Me systems are differently solvated by the same solvent or that a dipolar interaction
between the ester carbonyl and one of the ligands is altered when a-H changes to a-Me.
The possible presence of such components and the difficulty of judging their
importance relative to the type of changes implied by figure 5 do not prevent one from
examining the specifics in the instances cited in tables 2 and 3 when looked at purely in
terms of the types of difference that might arise between a-H and a-Me systems
considered with the aid of that figure.
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FiLqmre 5. Residual anisotropic effects due to the presence ofconformational preferences in
ethyl YZH(Me)C.a acetates where Y and Z lack axisymmetry about Y- or Z - C a and hinder
rotation about C-,,-C-I by steric/polar effects (shaded areas in C). Syn O--C-I-O-C-I' and
anti C-I-O-C-I'-Me preferences are assumed for the ester moiety. An additional assumption
is that anisotropy, originating in Y,Z, has a large component in a given direction in the plane
orthogonal to C---C-1. A illustrates the possibility of H A, H 8 anisochrony being 'low' because
HA-H B is perpendicular to the component gradient of anisotropy (arrow); 1B illustrates
the possibility of anisochrony being diminished when anisotropy is better averaged by freer
rotation about C-~-C-1 as a consequence of--methylation; C illustrates possibilities, other
than B, that might arise when X changes from H to Me (or vice versa), changing the preference
about C-~-C-1 because constraints (shaded areas) change: when the component gradient gets
set parallel (arrow p) to HA-H B, from being initially perpendicular (arrow q), anisochrony may
become "higher', even in an anti-Binsch manner (see text), when Me replaces H; when the
component gets set perpendicular, from being initially parallel, anisochrony becomes 'low'
(cf Lyle and Thomas 1969).
Table

3

Systems
Z~)AB( ppm )
Me Me
MeHBHACO2C~/~..~#CO2CHAHBMe
H"~"~_~""Nle

Reference

Reddy(1975);
NarQsirn~ BhQrothi(1981)

Z~6AB (sec) 0"06 ; /X6AB(tert ) not calculable;

'outer' quartets not seen
57

01H"'O

HO

H--~O
CHAHBMe
A6AB0'092

H,...]CO2CHAHBMe
~ C N
Doubled quartet at IOOMHz
AOAB not calculable
61

Me,~
Ph

0
Narosimha Bhorathl(1981)
OCHAHBMe

,'~6AB 0'052

Me,~.~C02
CHAHBMe
Rao ( 19"/91;
~ C N
Narasimha Bhorathi (1981)
Anisochmnynot observable
at 100 MHz
62
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1. While it is entirely possible that the higher anisochrony found for the ~t(C-5)methylated system 46 compared with its ~t-H analogue 4__55is due to a relocation of the
sensors into a steeper gradient ofanisotropy, as already discussed, it cannot be but that
a component of the difference arises from a simultaneous change in the attitude
stabilized for the endo(C-5) ester moiety. Of two stabilized attitudes likely for the ester
function in 45, the one in which the -OEt group is oriented away from the phenyls
should be preferred (_E_).The alignment of HA-Ha is likely to stay roughly at right angles
to the drift of anisotropy originating in the general direction of the phenyl rings (the
situation corresponds to figure 5Cq, even with X=H). Such preference would be
conducive to the induction of anisochrony only in low degree. On methylation, the
preference could alter to one in which the ester C=O eclipses either C-5-C-1 or C-5-C-6
(F; eclipsing of C-5-CHa by C=O could bring -OEt within possible short contact
with the C-2 phenyl when the latter is in an orthogonal attitude during rotation). If
there is no simultaneous drastic change in the preference about C-O-CH2CH3, Ha-H B
would become aligned roughly parallel to a large component of the anisotropic
gradient and a higher mean anisochrony would be induced (the situation now
corresponds to figure 5Cp with X = Me).
0
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Ph

H
Ph

Ph

C%.....
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A "-'~W"-~ ~
Me
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C,,,, I
i ~OHB
Me

2. It would be reasonable to expect that the considerations set out above would be
applicable, wholesale, to the pair of hetero-bridged systems 47 and 48, studied by Potts
et al (1974) who observed'
an exo (=) methyl group is apparently necessary for the
observation of nonequivalence
'.
3. The norbornane exo, syn-diester 49 has the feature that both the sec and the tert
ester groups form part of the same molecule. By means of preparing the mixed esters
(C-2 CO2Me and C-7 CO2Et, and vice versa, Reddy 1975) it was possible to
demonstrate that higher anisochrony is associated with the tertiary ethyl ester function
at C-7. Since no question of redirection of the ester axis arises in this case one may
directly look for differences in the rotamer preferences of the two ester groups, though
the situation could be more complex than in 45 and 46 because polar interactions could
play an important role.
A likely combination ofconformational preferences for the ester functions, arrived at
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with the aid of molecular models, is depicted in P . The antiperiplanarity of the carbonyl
of the C-2 (exo) ester with the C-2 (endo)hydrogen, in line with one of the stabilizations
(180 ~ encountered in methyl isobutyrate (figure 4A), was thought to obviate steric
crowding of the -OEt group, if the ester function were to adopt the opposite (0~
orientation. Similar reasoning leads to consideration of only two possible orientations
for the C-7 (syn) ester function, ones in which the carbonyl eclipses either C-7LC-1 or
C-7-C-4. Of these, the latter (shown in P) was considered preferred because the carbonyl
would not then be oriented 'inward' towards the C-2 ester group. A favourable point in
these relative orientations of the ester groups was that a possible attractive interaction
could subsist between the negative carbonyl oxygen of the C-2 ester group and the
positive carbonyl carbon of the C-7 ester group. If it is regarded that the chief
components of the gradients of anisotropy affecting each ester function originate in the
general direction of its opposite number, the situations With the C-7 and C-2 ester
functions would, respectively, correspond with those given in figure 5C p and q; the
alignments of HA-7-Ha-7 and HA-2-HB-2 in the preferred conformations would be
such that only the members of the first pair are subject to highly differing magnetic
environments.
4. In an investigation of the contrasts anticipated in stereochemical results when
hemimellitic and cyclohex-l-ene-1,2,3-tricarboxylic acids, 55 and 56, are catalytically
hydrogenated it was necessary to estimate the isomer composition of the cyclohexane1,2,3-tricarboxylic acids formed. The mixtures, as obtained from the hydrogenation,
were esterified with diazomethane and the products were analyzed by gas chromatography. The assignment of configurations to the detected isomeric esters was based on

.CO2H
~,CO2H
-CO2H
55

CO2H
~C02H
v
56

-CO2H
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the equivalence, by symmetry, of the C-1 and C-3 -OMe groups in the cis,meso and
trans,meso forms and the nonequivalence of the three -OMe groups in the cis,trans
form; more complex criteria were used to distinguish the first two (Balasubrahmanyam
and Balasubramanian 1973; BB).
The triethyl ester of the product to which the trans,meso configuration had been
attributed showed, in the -OCH2-region of its IH NMI~spectrum recorded at 60 MHz,
what was apparently a pattern consisting of two overlapping sets of 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 quartets
in the intensity ratio of 2:1 in the order of increasing field strength (see inset of
figure6). By symmetry, these seemed assignable, respectively, to the C-I, C-3
equivalent pair of-OCH2-groups and to the C-2 -OCH2- group. On the basis of
comparison with the situation in the cis cliethyl ester 14, already discussed, the
equatorial ester conformation 50 seemed indicated, taking that geminal anisochrony,
expected of the C-I, C-30-methylenes, was so low as to have been virtually
undetectable.
An alternative interpretation of the -OCH2- signal pattern could have been that it
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Figwe 6. The O-CH2 regionof the 270 MHz tH NMRspectrumof the meso,transtriethyl
ester 50 showing resolution of the anisochrony pattern. Inset: Same region of spectrum

recorded at 100 MHz.
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consisted of a system of four 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 quartets (AB part of ABX3), arising from
geminal anisochrony in the C-1 and C-3 pair of - O C H 2 - groups, of which only the
'inner', more intense, pair was visible (cf. figure 3 relevant to system 35b) and that the
quartet due to the C-2 O-methylene was accidentally isochronous with the low-field
member of the pair. However, this interpretation seemed less tenable because, with the
separation found for the 'inner' quartets ( ~ 4 Hz at 100 MHz), the 'outer' ones would
have had about 20-30 % of the intensity of the 'inner' ones (analysis of AB-spectrum;
Bible 1965) and unlikely to have been lost in noise. Despite this it was thought necessary
to place the first interpretation on an independent and firm basis by demonstrating the
presence of anisochrony by rerecording the spectrum of 50 under conditions of better
resolution. As can be judged from the - O C H 2 - region of the 270 MHz spectrum
reproduced in figure 6, the low-field (intensity 2) 'quartet' of the 100 MHz spectrum has
been resolved into an AB quartet of 1 : 3 : 3 91 quartets, confirming the correctness of the
interpretation suggested by aa by which this 'quartet' was assigned to the C-1 and C-3
pair o f - O C H 2 - groups and the high-field (intensity 1) quartet to the C-2 - O C H 2 group.
It is of interest to recall here that diethyl ester 22a exhibits no discernible anisochrony
even with 270 MHz irradiation i.e. anisochrony is less than 0.5 Hz at 270 MHz
(Narasimha Bharathi 1981). This observation points not merely to the necessity of
assigning the syn diaxial ester conformation_Kto diester 14 but to the importance of the
role the central (C-2) ester function plays in 50 in providing the gradient of anisotropy
required to induce anisochrony observed in that triester where, as is most likely, the
conformational preference of the ester functions is equatorial (cf. earlier discussion of"
the cases 32b and 35b).
The triesters 50 and 32b then constitute another pair where e,-methylation confers
increase in anisochrony. While it is possible that the C-1 and C-3 ester functions in 50
have high preference for conformations in which ~-H eclipses either C--O or O-CH2,
rotation of the similar functions in 32b may have low barriers at the destabilizations, in
analogy with the transformation isobutyrate--, pivalate. It cannot, however, be
deduced, in the manner essayed with the earlier instances from table 2, that the sensor
protons in 32b experience, on the average, more highly differentiated field-strengths
than in 50 since rotational preferences of the ester functions, vicinally placed as they are
in these triesters, are beyond qualitative assessment in view of the possibility of complex
dipolar interactions and it would not be clear whether preference would correspond to
Cp or Cq schematized in figure 5 in the case of any of these functions.

4. The role of an ~-methyl group--attenuation of anisochrony
The lines of argument employed above have had, as a general startino premise, that a
sec-(ethyl) ester function is likely to prefer either of two orientations, ones in which
either C--O or O-CH2 eclipses ~-H, while a tert-ester function prefers no particular
orientation since, in its case, stabilizations (which occur whenever C--O eclipses a
C-~-C-fl bond) are separated only by low barriers (figure 413). In the instances treated
so far an 'external' steric influence has been seen as hindering the normally
comparatively freer rotation of tert ester groups, the particular rotational preference
imposed by such influence inducing, accidentally, anisochrony higher than in the sec
analogue.
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These premises can be regarded as well-grounded only if they are capable also of
explaining the cases of sec-tert ester pairs where the opposite phenomenon, viz. higher
anisochrony in the sec cases, is observed. Two situations can be envisaged: it could be
that the preference externally imposed on the tert ester group is such that the sensor
protons become placed, on the average, in similar environments or that, in the absence
of an externally imposed preference, the tert ester group is freer to rotate and the field
strengths at the sensor protons get averaged in a manner that diminishes anisoehrony.
In table 3 are listed three sec-tert systems in which anisochrony is higher in the
secondary case than in the tertiary. Since the observation was in accordance with the
Binsch heuristic, read in the terms 'anisoehrony in ethanes 8 would be higher when X YZ
are less "alike" than when they are more "alike"', these system pairs were considered as
of no special interest at the time they were first examined. The statements made in the
last paragraph, and the examples cited, have, however, made it clear that each
comparison must be made on its own special merits. The systems mentioned in table 3
are, therefore, re-examined.
1. Diethyl camphorate 57 resembles the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane diester 49 in having
both the sec- and tert-ester functions in the same molecule in syn configuration but
differs from it in that pseudorotation is possible to a conformation in which rotation of
the ester function would, apparently, be freer. As with 49, the -OCH2- anisochrony
pattern sets were assigned by comparisons with the 1H NraRspectra of the mixed esters.
The pseudorotation judged with the aid of molecular models as offering the least
hindrance to ester rotation and seeming to offset eclipsing interactions amongst the
substituents on the cyclopentane ring to the maximum extent is represented in Q It
could be presumed, again, that anisotropy local to one ester function would have its
chief origin in the other, with, perhaps, a slight shift towards the syn vicinal methyl
group. The preferred rotamerization of the sec-ester function is likely to be one in
which O-CH2 eclipses ~t-H on the account that the O-Et group would not be turned
'inward', as would happen were C=O to eclipse ~t-H.With such preference the probable
placement of the O-methylene proton would be at points of differing magnetic field
strength along a gradient of anisotropy. With freer rotation possible for the tert-ester
group, a better averaging of the magnetic field strengths should diminish anisochrony
in its case.

,,7H8
Me,...... H

IM'

. ~ % C ~u
I

Me

Q
2. Ethyl mandelate ~
and ethyl atrolactate 5(~) are a pair of esters where
attraction-dominant (e.g. hydrogen-bonding between carbonyl and hydroxy oxygens)
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and repulsion-dominant (e.g. eclipsing of Ph by -OEt) interactions may condition the
rotational preference of the ester function about the R-CO bond. What follows is an
illustration of the possibilities that might account for the higher anisochrony in the
sec-case (mandelate).
The 5-membered cycle _R constituted by H-bonding is not likely to be planar
in mandelate ~ for the reasons that O ~ - H would prefer to maintain antiperiplanarity with C-~-H-0t and C-~t-Ph gauche relationship with an O-~t 'lone-pair'
since a C-Ph bond can be taken to be more polar than a C-H bond (cf. the 'EdwardLemieux Effect' Wolfe et al 1971). The effect of puckering of the type shown in R is to
close the H-0t-C-at--C-1--OEt dihedral and to bring the carbonyl oxygen into antiperiplanar relationship with H-~t (conformation R and projection u_U_).If the potential in
mandelate for an H-ct--C-0t-C-1---O dihedral of ~ 180~ is similar in shape to that of
isobutyrate near 180~ (figure 4A), conformation U may be regarded as specially
favoured.

Ph

=

-'~

OEt

R

m

Ph

O~

U

EtO-- C-1 - - C - a ~ - - H - a~
dihedrol tends to 0~

Puckering, either wQy,of
the hydrogen-bonded 5-cycle
tends to increase interaction

The case of atrolactate is qualitatively different, such singular preference being
unlikely. Puckering either way (_V)of the H-bonded 5-cycle would increase the enthalpy
of the system because the EtO--C-1-C-a-Ph (or Me) dihedral decreases (cf. pivalate;
figure 4B). Though H-bonding energy could be compensatory, the overall effect would
be to flatten out the potential profile which, if the analogy with pivalate is valid, is not
likely to be characterized by high barriers (cf. the contrast between pivalate and
isobutyrate, figure 4B, A). Insofar as the likelihoods are that the ester group in
mandelate has a particular rotational preference(U)and that in atrolactate has none (_~
an explanation emerges why anisochrony is higher in the former, assuming, of course,
that the anisotropic situation in mandelate leads to a higher anisochrony than does the
averaging in atrolactate.
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3. Such arguments seem transferable to the pair of unsaturated cyano esters 61 and
62. If the ene-nitrile moiety in these systems acts as the chief originator of anisotropy
but offers little by way of polar effects capable of perturbing the conformational
preference of the ester function (in any case the polar effects may be expected to operate
in similar fashion in the two cases), two particular rotamerizations, those having
O=C-C-H dihedrals close to 0 and 180~ can be taken as preferred in the 0t-H system 61
and no particular one in the n-Me system 62. One can then account for the higher
anisochrony in the former. It is to be noted that the HA-HB line in the ~t-H system
remains parallel to the probable direction of the chief component of the gradient of
anisotropy at either the 0 ~ or the 180~ O=C-C-H dihedral (W__).

HB,, ~'~/Me

.•c•

~

L/~~H-~
_w
O

H-~--C-~--C-I~O
d i h e d r a l ~ l B O in 61 i main
gradient of anisotropy (arrow) parallel to HA--H B

5. Temperature-dependence of anisochrony
The temperature-dependence ofanisochrony can be regarded conveniently with the aid
of the chiral ethanes 1. At a low enough temperature one may detect and resolve lines
due to the prochiral sensor units UA and UBin the individual conformers (e.g. 8) that
have lifetimes of necessary duration. At a temperature characteristic of each system 1
these lines will coalesce into two lines (or two sets) whose separation is the timeaveraged anisochrony < A6 >. At coalescence, and beyond, the residence time at each
conformation will be short on the r~Ml~time-scale and it becomes permissible to replace
time-averaging by Boltzmann averaging i.e. Boltzmann distribution weighted by the
population at each conformation which, in the case ofchiral ethanes, can be specified by
the dihedral between the rotors XYZC and CUA Un V, taking 0 at X-C-C-V eclipsing,
for example, to be zero. Boltzmann averaging is expressed by the relation:

<a~>=

f

2, a6 (0) exp[ - V(O)/RT]dO
o

where A6(O)[= 6v.(O)-6u.(O)] is the UA, UB-anisochrony in the conformer with
dihedral O, V(O) is the potential energy of that conformer and T is, for now, the
coalescence temperature (expressed in K) characteristic of the system.
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The variation of the potential energy with the dihedral [ V(O)] is continuous and
periodic and can, in general, be resynthesized from Fourier components, among which
non-idealities in the geometries of the conformers (Stiles 1977) can, in principle, be
included. Population weighted Boltzmann averaging implies that, with rise in
temperature beyond coalescence, the sign and magnitude of ( At$ > will be conditioned
by the signs and magnitudes of the At~'s of the initially less favoured conformations
whose population-densities increase. No general statement regarding the behaviour of
time-averaged anisochrony with changes in temperature in the region higher than
coalescence would, therefore, seem warranted (for an example which 6xhibits complex
behaviour see Jennings et al 1977).
It is instructive to consider systems where the substituents at the chiral centre
themselves show dynamic behaviour in the sense that densities of different conformations internal to each substituent continue to change with temperature-change in the
post-coalescence region. In the series of ethyl esters 14 (= K), 25c (= 32___bb)and 35b the
inverse dependence of anisochrony on temperature, taken for all practical purposes as
being linear within the ranges studied, increases down the series (figure 7). It is believed
that this observation does not have a basis in mere accident and the attempt here is to
examine its possible explanation in relation to the concept of 'increasing conformational mobility'.
In system 63, studied by Pavlik et al (1969), two sets of anisochrony patterns are seen
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Figwe 7. Variations in anisochrony with temperature-change in diester _14and triesters 32___bb
and 35__bb.'Separation', used as the ordinate, represents the chemical shift difference in Hz at
100 MHz between two corresponding sharp lines belonging, one each, to the two 'inner'
quartets (e.g. lines marked'a' and'b' in Inset 2 of figure 3) of the anisochrony pattern. This was
used as a measure of ( A~ ) for convenience. The full lines represent least square fits. Spectra
recorded were of solutions of samples in CC14 taken in tubes sealed under lowered pressure;
TMS Was the internal reference.
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on the account that the two ester functions sweep two different sections of the
anisotropic field taken as originating largely in the spiro-naphthalenone moiety which
offers 'rigid' support. As one explanation of the temperature-invariance of ( A6 )
observed in this case one may suggest that, in their relatively unhindered environments,
the ester groups populate various conformations to extents conditioned only by a
potential field unlikely to be characterized by minima which differ widely in energy.
Hence differences among the populations occupying these minima, hardly change with
temperature (the alternative 'explanation' could, of course, be that Ar's are the same or
nearly the same in all the attainable conformations and there can be no variation of
( A6 ) with temperature, whether there are conformer-population density changes or
not).
o

Me Me

~C02Et
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C02Et

MeHsHAC

CO2CHAH
BMe
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63
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In the case ofdiester 14 indications are that the energy-minimum associated with the
formal representation (conformation) K__would much lower than that associated with its
ring transform ~ (see earlier pertinent discussions). Despite the possibility that ( A6 )
could be much smaller in the latter (see discussion vis-a-vis systems 22a, b), the
temperature-dependence in 14 is not large in comparison with those in systems 32b and
35b. The argument that K-- never gets largely populated is pursuasive.
In the triesters 32b and 35b the central (C-2) substituent is thought to have the
moderating influence of lowering the energy differences between the ring transforms
32b and M, and 35b and 36, taken as the largest contributors to the conformational
equilibria; it is possible that the activation barriers are also lowered. Contributions
from forms, besides the said ones which are extremal, in which rotations of the ester
functions are less hindered and in which the gradients ofanisotropy are simultaneously
lower, can increase the temperature-dependence ofanisochrony in these cases. Between
the triesters 32b and 35b greater conformational mobility can be assumed in the latter
where the central ester function, the modifier of the local gradient ofanisotropy as well
as the originator of important polar/steric influences, is placed farther out by the
intervention of the methylene. A greater degree of averaging becomes possible and the
temperature-dependence of anisochrony becomes yet higher.

6.

Concluding remarks

Differential screening of prochiral sensor units packs a wealth of information.
Quantitative unravelling of the contributions of the individualized effects is not yet
within reach of shielding theory. Comparisons of magnitudes of time-averaged
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anisochrony of O-methylene protons in ethyl ester units connected to differently
structured chiral entities is thought to have permitted, however, the qualitative
assessment that changes in magnitude derive primarily and largely from reorientations
of the HA-Hsline with respect to the 'largest gradient ofanisotropy' while other factors,
though remaining effectual, assume lesser importance as modifiers of the magnitude.
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